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Rich Palms Casino Review. If you want to play Rich Palms casino online, study the following information
to have a closer look at how the game process is organized on the portal. 100% reliable information is
provided in this expert review. Brief History. Having been established in 2020 and licensed by Curacao

Gambling Commission (CGC), this young gambling platform has managed to win the hearts of gamblers
and take its share in the gambling segment. And readers will find out due to what points gamblers prefer
the casino in this Rich Palms casino review. First of all, a fair and unbiased game process is ensured by
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the use of an approved Random Number Generator (RNG). Secondly, the casino cooperates with the
leading reputable software provider. The platform is mainly aimed at Australian players; thus, it runs on
the software of RTG – a well-known brand targeted on the Aussie gambling market. Languages. Only
English is accepted. Currencies. Players can create accounts using only two currencies, namely USD
and AUD. If you deposit in any other currency, funds will be automatically converted. Games. Pokies

(video, classic, progressive jackpots, 3D); Table games (blackjack, roulette, Hold’em, baccarat); Poker;
Sic Bo, Keno, Bingo, Lucky 7’s. A complete assortment of games exceeds 500+ options. However, note
that live dealer games are not provided. It is possible to try games in demo mode. Before starting to play

Rich Palms casino online, get acquainted with its functionalities and test games for free by clicking on
the “Practice” button. Payment Limits. The minimum deposit is AU$25 for all payment methods except
Neosurf. If you deposit with the voucher, the minimum deposit sum is AU10. The maximum sum differs
for various systems and ranges between AU$250-1000. Limits are the same for all systems and range
from AU$100 to AU$2,000. However, the withdrawal period differs. Thus, players will have to wait for up
to 7-10 working days to cash out their money on cards, while transactions will be processed for 5-7 days
for bank wires and almost immediately for Bitcoin. Payment Methods. As for banking, Rich Palms online
casino keeps pace with the latest trends and provides clients with the following options to replenish their

account: Commission. Processing time. Minimum deposit. Commission. Processing time. Minimum
deposit. Cryptocurrency. Commission. Processing time. Minimum deposit. Cryptocurrency.

Commission. Processing time. Minimum deposit. Credit Card. Commission. Processing time. Minimum
deposit. Commission. Processing time. Minimum deposit. Credit Card. Licenses. The casino’s activity

is regulated by Curacao Gambling Commission (CGC). The casino is mainly aimed at Australian
players. Yet, it accepts players from multiple countries, including the USA, Canada, European countries,

although some states are not welcome. Software Providers. Rich Palms cooperates with only one
software developer – RTG. Rich Palms Casino on Mobile Phones. Note that you can pass registration

via a mobile website version as well. Although Rich Palms online casino hasn’t developed a mobile
application, still, its website is perfectly compatible with all modern gadgets. The website runs smoothly
on all Android and iOS devices. The website provides a complete range of functionalities in a mobile

version. Games do not impede gadget performance and are perfectly loaded by a smartphone/tablet of
average power. FAQ. Do I need Rich Palms casino bonus codes to claim bonuses? All the main

bonuses are given without codes, except Rich Palms casino no deposit codes. However, if you get Rich
Palms casino codes on third-party resources, you can claim additional promotions. Is Rich Palms casino
legit? Yes, surely. Its activity is regulated by the Curacao Gambling Commission. The portal cooperates
with a reputable software provider (RTG) that develops fair and high-quality products. Can Aussies play

at Rich Palms online casino? Surely. The platform is mainly aimed at Australian players. Thus, citizens of
Australia can enjoy the gambling process on the website. Support. A Live chat, email, and phone

number are provided. A FAQ page is also found on the website. Bonuses. 250% + 100% cashback for
the first deposit; 275% + 100% cashback for the second one; 300% + 50% cashback for the third one.

Note that this promotion is valid for pokies only. While promotions are really generous, wagers are rather
moderate. The Welcome offer is subject to 30x wagering. However, Rich Palms casino no deposit

bonus must be wagered 50x. The portal encourages players to visit the website daily by offering Daily
Compliments. Active clients can get Rich Palms casino no deposit free spins for logging in every day

during the week. FSs are given for particular slots. In addition, a multi-layer loyalty program is developed.
players earn comp points (CPs) for each real money bet. CPs can be further exchanged for money. The
exchange rate of 100 CPs is AU$1. Privileges. Keep in mind the below-mentioned pieces of advice to

make the game process more exciting and pleasant: Pass the verification procedure after registration to
enable withdrawals. Note that unverified accounts can’t withdraw funds. Do not neglect a chance to play
in testing mode. Try new games without risking your real bankroll. When playing pokies, pick games with
the highest RTP. The indicator shows the frequency of winning combinations. Avoid highly volatile games

since they are riskier. While jackpots are higher, the probability to lose all money is also higher. Some
payment systems are not supported in some states. Check whether the desired option is valid for your
place of residence. Authorization Process (Step by Step) If you want to play Rich Palms casino online,

first of all, you should create an account. To do this, find the “Join now” button in the upper right corner of
the website. The registration procedure consists of three steps: Create a username and a password, as
well as specify email. Click on “Proceed”. The next step is filling out fields with personal details. The last

stage is providing information about your location and address. An existing client should click on the
“Sign in” button and enter his/her rich palms casino login and password. You can read many Rich Palms



casino reviews, but we draw the line by proving the fact that the portal provides all the necessary tools for
organizing a convenient game process. Game variety is huge, bonuses are generous, payment methods
are diverse. The portal is crypto-friendly and mobile compatible. This is a good place to chill and spend

time with pleasure and joy. 
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